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Attachments: Gould Manor Cost Breakdown 3.pdf

As part of the Gould Manor backup please send this e-mail and attachment along to the members of
the Board of Selectmen.
 
 
Please find attached the backup for the request for additional funding for Gould Manor.  In order to
provide more explanation please note the following:
 

1)      The additional costs were not included in the original estimate.  The irrigation and
temporary fencing changes were the result of the changing of the outfield which were not
anticipated when the replacement was originally planned.

2)      The remediation costs were a direct result of a discovery after the fields’ top layer was
removed.  It was discovered that the underlying layer in one of the infields was originally
improperly constructed and did not properly drain as a result.  Consequently, in order for the
field to be properly built the underlying layer of debris had to be removed.   The base rubble
layer (which included contaminated soil) was removed by the field contractor.  Cisco then
disposed of the material under the direction of our LEP. The additional costs were all based
on that discovery.

3)      Finally, in standing at the ball field and reviewing the site it is apparent that the perimeter
chain link fencing around the park should be replaced ($55k).  It’s useful life is long since
passed.  Additionally, the public comfort station is in need of repair and renovation. 
Although technically not part of the ball field project,  it is something that should be
considered  as we return this field to public use.  This estimate will be to allow an outside
contractor to renovate the comfort station by spring.

 
I am happy to answer any questions at the BOS meeting.
 
 
Thomas R. Bremer
Chief Administrative Officer
Town of Fairfield
203 256-3031
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Additional Costs


16,500$                         Add'l Cost‐Pickleball Court/Half Basketball


28,000$                         Irrigation


35,500$                         Temporary Fencing


10,000$                         Scoreboards


90,000$                        


Park Enhancements


55,000$                         Perimeter Fencing


75,000$                         Bathrooms/Comfort Station


130,000$                      


Remediation Costs


150,000$                       Change Order‐ Ballfields‐Base Rubble 


55,000$                         Additional Cisco


15,000$                         Logical 


220,000$                      


440,000$                      


10,000$                         Contingency 


450,000$                    Total Additional Funds
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